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A COMONADIC INTERPRETATION OF
BAUES–ELLIS HOMOLOGY OF CROSSED MODULES
GURAM DONADZE AND TIM VAN DER LINDEN
Abstract. We introduce and study a homology theory of crossed modules
with coefficients in an abelian crossed module. We discuss the basic properties
of these new homology groups and give some applications. We then restrict
our attention to the case of integral coefficients. In this case we regain the
homology of crossed modules originally defined by Baues and further developed
by Ellis. We show that it is an instance of Barr–Beck comonadic homology, so
that we may use a result of Everaert and Gran to obtain Hopf formulae in all
dimensions.
1. Introduction
The concept of a crossed module originates in the work of Whitehead [35]. It was
introduced as an algebraic model for path-connected CW spaces whose homotopy
groups are trivial in dimensions strictly above 2. The role of crossed modules and
their importance in algebraic topology and homological algebra are nicely demon-
strated in the articles [6, 8, 9, 27, 30, 35], just to mention a few. The study of crossed
modules as algebraic objects in their own right has been the subject of many invest-
igations, amongst which the Ph.D. thesis of Norrie [32] is prominent. She showed
that some group-theoretical concepts and results have suitable counterparts in the
category of crossed modules.
In [2], Baues defined a (co)homology theory of crossed modules via classifying
spaces, which was studied using algebraic methods by Ellis in [14]. A different
approach to (co)homology of crossed modules is due to Carrasco, Cegarra and
R.-Grandjeán. In particular, in the paper [10], the authors develop Barr–Beck co-
monadic homology [1] of crossed modules, relative to the canonical comonad which
arises from the forgetful adjunction to the category of sets, and with coefficients in
the abelianisation functor. In the article [23] certain relationships between these
two homology theories are explored.
In the present article we introduce and study a new homology theory of crossed
modules—one where coefficients are taken in an abelian crossed module. In the case
of integral coefficients, it restricts to the theory of Baues and Ellis. We furthermore
show that, in this particular case, homology forms a non-abelian derived functor,
which may be obtained via comonadic homology as in the approach of Carrasco,
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Cegarra and R.-Grandjeán. Since the functor which is being derived turns out to
be “sufficiently nice”, we may apply results of Everaert and Gran [17] leading to an
interpretation of the homology objects via higher Hopf formulae, extending those
of Brown and Ellis [7, 13, 18, 15].
Let us give a quick overview of the results in the paper. Consider a crossed mod-
ule pH,G, µ : H Ñ Gq acting on an abelian crossed module pC,A, νq; this means
that pC,A, νq carries the structure of a Beck module [3] over pH,G, µq. Then we
denote by HnppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq the nth homology group of pH,G, µq with coef-
ficients in pC,A, νq, defined as the homology of the total complex of some suitable
double complex—see Section 3 for details. If pC,A, νq “ p0,Z, 0q and pH,G, µq acts
trivially on p0,Z, 0q, we regain the homology of pH,G, µq with integral coefficients
as defined by Baues and Ellis.
For an inclusion crossed module pN,G, σq acting on an abelian crossed module
pC,A, νq, we obtain the exact sequence of abelian groups
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hn´1pG{N,Ker νq Ñ HnppN,G, σq, pC,A, νqq Ñ HnpG{N,A{ Im νq
Ñ Hn´2pG{N,Ker νq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
where HnpG{N,Ker νq and HnpG{N,A{ Im νq denote the Eilenberg–MacLane ho-
mologies of G{N with coefficients in Ker ν and in A{ Im ν, respectively: see Pro-
position 3.10.
A first main result of this paper is the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral se-
quence adapted to crossed modules (Theorem 4.3). We use it to show that if two
crossed modules are (weakly) homotopically equivalent, then their homology groups
are isomorphic (Proposition 4.5). Another consequence of this spectral sequence
is a five-term exact sequence relating the homology groups of crossed modules in
low degrees (Proposition 4.6). We also prove that the third homology of a crossed
module (as defined by Baues and Ellis) is isomorphic to the first homology of the
same crossed module with certain coefficients (Proposition 4.9).
In Section 5 we show that the homology groups (with integral coefficients) of
a crossed module can be described via non-abelian left derived functors (The-
orem 5.2). The comonad on the category of crossed modules is still the one induced
by the adjunction to sets as in [10]. However, the functor which is being derived
is different: it sends a crossed module pH,G, µq to the group G{pµpHq ¨ rG,Gsq,
where µpHq⊳G is the image of µ and rG,Gs⊳G is the ordinary commutator sub-
group. This functor A : XMod Ñ Ab turns out to be an example considered in [17].
The theory developed there leads to an interpretation of Baues–Ellis homology via
higher Hopf formulae (Theorem 6.1).
2. Crossed modules, their nerves and their actions
A crossed module pH,G, µq is a homomorphism of groups µ : H Ñ G, together
with an action of G on H , such that the identities#
µpghq “ gµphqg´1 (Precrossed module identity)
µphqh1 “ hh1h´1 (Peiffer identity)
hold for all g P G and h, h1 P H . A common instance of a crossed module is that
of a group G possessing a normal subgroup N ⊳ G; the inclusion homomorphism
N ãÑ G is a crossed module with G acting on N by the conjugation in G, called
the inclusion crossed module of N ⊳ G. More generally, given any crossed
module pH,G, µq, we may consider the semidirect product H ¸G. Then there are
homomorphisms s : H ¸ G Ñ G : ph, gq ÞÑ g, t : H ¸ G Ñ G : ph, gq ÞÑ µphqg and
e : G Ñ H ¸G : g Ñ p1, gq and a binary operation ph1, g1q ˝ ph, gq “ phh1, gq for all
pairs ph, gq, ph1, g1q P H ¸ G such that µphqg “ g1. This composition ˝ with the
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source map s, target map t and identity map e constitutes an internal category
in the category of groups. Conversely, given any internal category pM,G, s, t, eq
in Gp, the induced map tk : Ker sÑ G where k : Ker s Ñ M denotes the kernel
of s, together with the restriction to G of the conjugation action of M on Ker s,
forms a crossed module.
A morphism of crossed modules pρ, νq : pH,G, µq Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q is a com-
mutative square of groups
H
µ
,2
ρ

G
ν

H 1
µ1
,2 G1
such that ρpghq “ νpgqρphq for all g P G, h P H . The category of crossed modules
with their morphisms is denoted XMod. It is well known to be a variety of Ω-groups
in the sense of Higgins [24, 10] and as such it is an example of a semi-abelian variety
of algebras [26]. Furthermore [27, 29], it is equivalent to the category CatpGpq of
internal categories in the category of groups, essentially via the explanation recalled
above.
Given a crossed module pH,G, µq, the nerve of its category structure forms the
simplicial group Ner˚pH,G, µq, called the nerve of the crossed module pH,G, µq.
It is not difficult to see that NernpH,G, µq “ H¸p¨ ¨ ¨ pH¸Gq ¨ ¨ ¨ q with n semidirect
factors of H , and that the face and degeneracy homomorphisms are given by
d0ph1, . . . , hn, gq “ ph2, . . . , hn, gq,
diph1, . . . , hn, gq “ ph1, . . . , hihi`1, . . . , hn, gq, 0 ă i ă n,
dnph1, . . . , hn, gq “ ph1, . . . , hn´1, µphnqgq,
siph1, . . . , hn, gq “ ph1, . . . , hi, 1, hi`1, . . . , hn, gq, 0 ď i ď n.
Given a simplicial group G˚ “ pGn, d
i
n, s
i
nq, recall that its Moore normalisa-
tion is a chain complex of groups NG˚ “ pNGn, Bnq, where N0G˚ “ G0 while
NnG˚ “
n´1č
i“0
Kerdni and Bn “ d
n
n|Nn G˚ , n ě 1.
For n ě 1, the nth homotopy group of G˚ is defined as
πnpG˚q “ Ker Bn{ Im Bn`1.
When an augmented simplicial group pG˚, d
0
0, Gq is given, then in dimension zero
we calculate the homotopy group as π0pG˚, d
0
0
, Gq “ Ker d0
0
{ Im B1. We say that
the augmented simplicial group pG˚, d
0
0
, Gq is aspherical if πnpG˚, d
0
0
, Gq “ 0 for
all n ě 0 and Im d00 “ G.
Given a crossed module pH,G, µq, the Moore complex of its nerve is trivial in
dimensions ě 2. In fact the Moore complex of Ner˚pH,G, µq is just the original
crossed module up to isomorphism with H in dimension 1 and G in dimension 0.
Consequently, we have the isomorphisms
π1pNer˚pH,G, µqq – Kerµ and π0pNer˚pH,G, µqq – G{ Imµ. (A)
Suppose we are given composable morphisms pρ, νq : pH,G, µq Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q
and pρ1, ν1q : pH 1, G1, µ1q Ñ pH2, G2, µ2q such that Ker ρ1 “ ρ and Ker ν1 “ ν, while
Cokerρ “ ρ1 and Coker ν “ ν1 in Gp. This is precisely saying that Kerpρ1, ν1q “
pρ, νq and Cokerpρ, νq “ pρ1, ν1q in XMod, so that pρ, νq and pρ1, ν1q form a short
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exact sequence of crossed modules. In this case we write
0 ,2 pH,G, µq
pρ,νq
,2 pH 1, G1, µ1q
pρ1,ν1q
,2 pH2, G2, µ2q ,2 0.
Recall that the nerve functor is exact, sending any short exact sequence of crossed
modules to a short exact sequence of simplicial groups.
If both G and H are abelian groups with trivial action of G on H , then pH,G, µq
is said to be an abelian crossed module. A crossed module is abelian precisely when
it is an an abelian group object in the category of crossed modules [10]. Given a
crossed module pH,G, µq, a Beck module [3] over pH,G, µq is an abelian group
object in the slice category pXMod Ó pH,G, µqq. Since the category of crossed
modules satisfies the so-called Smith is Huq condition [31, 12], such an internal
abelian group object is the same thing as a split exact sequence
0 ,2 pM,P, νq ,2 pH 1, G1, µ1q ,2 pH,G, µqlr ,2 0.
where pM,P, νq is an abelian crossed module. As always in a semi-abelian category,
the middle object pH 1, G1, µ1q in such a split exact sequence may be seen as a
semidirect product pM,P, νq ¸ξ pH,G, µq where ξ is an internal action [5, 4] of
pH,G, µq on pM,P, νq. In the case of crossed modules, these internal actions agree
with the concept of an action studied by Norrie [33] and Forrester-Barker [20]. Here
we recall the presentation given in [11]. An action of a crossed module pH,G, µq on
another crossed module pM,P, νq is completely determined by an action of G (and
so H) on M and P together with a map ξ : H ˆ P ÑM such that the conditions
νpgmq “ gνpmq, gppmq “
gpm,
νξph, pq “ µphqpp´1, ξph, νpmqq “ µphqmm´1,
gξph, pq “ ξpgh, gpq, ξphh1, pq “ µphqξph1, pqξph, pq,
ξph, pp1q “ ξph, pqpξph, p1q
hold for all g P G, h, h1 P H , p, p1 P P , m P M . For instance, the trivial action
of G on M and P together with the trivial map ξ : H ˆP ÑM provides an action
of pH,G, µq on pM,P, νq, called the trivial action.
Thus a morphism of pH,G, µq-modules pα, βq : pM,P, νq Ñ pM 1, P 1, ν1q amounts
to a pair of G-module homomorphisms α : M ÑM 1, β : P Ñ P 1 such that βν “ ν1α
and αξ “ ξ1p1H ˆ βq. Note that given an action of pH,G, µq on pM,P, νq and a
morphism of crossed modules pH¯, G¯, µ¯q Ñ pH,G, µq, we naturally obtain an action
of pH¯, G¯, µ¯q on pM,P, νq. Moreover, the conditions mentioned above imply that the
action of H on Ker ν is trivial, while the action of H on P is trivial modulo Im ν.
Thus, we have naturally defined actions of G{ Imµ on both Ker ν and P { Im ν.
3. Homology of crossed modules with coefficients
Any action of a crossed module pH,G, µq on another crossed module pM,P, νq
induces a (pointwise) action of the simplicial group Ner˚pH,G, µq on Ner˚pM,P, νq.
Indeed, actions correspond to split extensions, and since the nerve functor preserves
all limits, it does also preserve split extensions, and the corresponding actions.
Given a group G, let B˚pGq “ pB˚pGq, Bq denote the standard G-resolution
over Z: we set B´1pGq “ Z, and for m ě 0,
BmpGq “ ZpGq b ZpGq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ZpGqloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
m` 1 factors
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where ZpGq denotes the group ring over G, and Bpg0 b g1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gmq is
p´1qmg0 b g1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gm´1 `
m´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qig0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gigi`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gm.
We know that BmpGq has a structure of a right G-module defined by
pg0 b g1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gmqg “ pg
´1g0 b g1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gmq.
Suppose that G˚ “ pGn, d
i
n, s
i
nq is a simplicial group acting on an abelian simpli-
cial group A˚ “ pAn, B
i
n, t
i
nq, i.e., each An is an abelian group. Then for each n ě 1
we have a map of complexes B˚pGnq bGn An Ñ B˚pGn´1q bGn´1 An´1 defined by
the alternating sum of face homomorphisms:
bb a ÞÑ
nÿ
i“0
p´1qidinpbq b B
i
npaq,
for all b P BmpGnq, a P An. In this way we obtain the bicomplex of abelian groups
  
B2pG0q bG0 A0

B2pG1q bG1 A1

lr B2pG2q bG2 A2

lr ¨ ¨ ¨lr
B1pG0q bG0 A0

B1pG1q bG1 A1

lr B1pG2q bG2 A2

lr ¨ ¨ ¨lr
B0pG0q bG0 A0 B0pG1q bG1 A1lr B0pG2q bG2 A2lr ¨ ¨ ¨lr
which we write BpG˚, A˚q.
Definition 3.1. For n ě 0, the nth homology group of G˚ with coefficients
in A˚ is defined by the formula
HnpG˚, A˚q “ Hn
`
TotBpG˚, A˚q
˘
.
This immediately gives a first quadrant spectral sequence
E1pq “ HqpGp, Apq ñ Hp`qpG˚, A˚q,
where HqpGp, Apq is the classical Eilenberg–MacLane homology.
Definition 3.2. Let pH,G, µq be a crossed module acting on an abelian crossed
module pC,A, νq. Then, the nth homology group of pH,G, µq with coefficients
in pC,A, νq is defined by the formula
HnppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq “ Hn
`
TotBpNer˚pH,G, µq,Ner˚pC,A, νqq
˘
, n ě 0.
Suppose that a crossed module pH,G, µq acts trivially on the inclusion crossed
module p0,Z, 0q. Then we write HnpH,G, µq instead of HnppH,G, µq, p0,Z, 0qq and
call it the nth homology group of pH,G, µq with integral coefficients.
Proposition 3.3. For each n ě 0, HnpH,G, µq is isomorphic to the nth homology
of the crossed module pH,G, µq with integral coefficients considered in [2] and [14].
Proof. For any (discrete) group, one can define its nerve by viewing it as a category
with just one object. Let N˚˚pH,G, µq be the bisimplicial set obtained by forming
the nerve of the group in each dimension of the simplicial group Ner˚pH,G, µq.
Denote by Z
`
N˚˚pH,G, µq
˘
the bisimplicial abelian group obtained by forming
the free abelian group pointwise in all degrees, i.e., Z
`
NpqpH,G, µq
˘
is the free
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abelian group over NpqpH,G, µq for each p ě 0 and q ě 0. Then for each n ě 0,
the nth homology group of the diagonal of Z
`
N˚˚pH,G, µq
˘
is isomorphic to the
nth homology group of pH,G, µq with integral coefficients defined by Baues and
Ellis (see Proposition 2 in [14]). Moreover, by taking the alternating sums of face
homomorphisms of Z
`
N˚˚pH,G, µq
˘
in all vertical and horizontal directions, we
regain the aforementioned bicomplex BpNer˚pH,G, µq,Ner˚p0,Z, 0qq. Whence the
proposition. 
Let G be a group acting on an abelian group A. Clearly then, the inclusion
crossed module p0, G, 0q acts on p0, A, 0q.
Proposition 3.4. There is an isomorphism
Hnpp0, G, 0q, p0, A, 0qq – HnpG,Aq, n ě 0.
Proof. The bicomplex BpNer˚p0, G, 0q,Ner˚p0, A, 0qq has the following form:
  
B2pGq bG A

B2pGq bG A

0lr B2pGq bG A

1lr ¨ ¨ ¨
0lr
B1pGq bG A

B1pGq bG A

0lr B1pGq bG A

1lr ¨ ¨ ¨
0lr
B0pGq bG A B0pGq bG A
0lr B0pGq bG A
1lr ¨ ¨ ¨
0lr
Therefore TotBpNer˚p0, G, 0q,Ner˚p0, A, 0qq is quasi-isomorphic to the first column
of BpNer˚p0, G, 0q,Ner˚p0, A, 0qq. Whence the proposition. 
In what follows, let pC,A, νq denote an abelian crossed module. We will write
the operations in A and C additively.
Proposition 3.5. Let pH,G, µq be a crossed module acting on pC,A, νq. Then
H0ppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq “ A{pνpCq ` xG,Ayq,
where xG,Ay denotes the subgroup of A generated by all ga´a for g P G and a P A.
Proof. We have a first quadrant spectral sequence
E1pq “ HqpNerppH,G, µq,NerppC,A, νqq ñ Hp`qppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq.
In particular
E1
00
“ H0pG,Aq “ A{xG,Ay,
E1
10
“ H0pH ¸G,C ¸Aq “ pC ¸Aq{xH ¸G,C ¸Ay,
and the differential E1
10
Ñ E1
00
is induced by pc, aq ÞÑ νpcq for all c P C and a P A.
Thus
E2
00
“ CokerpE1
10
Ñ E1
00
q “ A{pνpCq ` xG,Ayq.
Moreover H0ppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq “ E
2
00
. Whence the proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. Let pH,G, µq be a crossed module. Then
H1pH,G, µq “ G{pµpHq ¨ rG,Gsq.
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Proof. We have a first quadrant spectral sequence
E1pq “ HqpNerppH,G, µq,Zq ñ Hp`qpH,G, µq.
Thus E1
0q “ Z for q ě 0 and E
2
0q “ 0 for q ě 1. This implies that
H1pH,G, µq “ E
2
01.
Since the first homology of a group with integral coefficients is isomorphic to the
abelianisation of the same group, we have:
E101 “ G{rG,Gs,
E111 “ pH ¸Gq{rH ¸G,H ¸Gs,
and the differential E1
11
Ñ E1
01
is induced by ph, gq ÞÑ µphq. Thus
E2
01
“ CokerpE1
11
Ñ E1
01
q “ G{pµpHq ¨ rG,Gsq,
which finishes the proof. 
Proposition 3.7. For any short exact sequence of pH,G, µq-modules
0Ñ pC,A, νq Ñ pC 1, A1, ν1q Ñ pC2, A2, ν2q Ñ 0,
there is a long exact sequence of homology groups
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HnppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq Ñ HnppH,G, µq, pC
1, A1, ν1qq Ñ
HnppH,G, µq, pC
2, A2, ν2qq Ñ Hn´1ppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Proof. It is easy to see that the short exact sequence given in the proposition yields
the following short exact sequence of bicomplexes:
0Ñ BpNer˚pH,G, µq,Ner˚pC,A, νqq Ñ BpNer˚pH,G, µq,Ner˚pC
1, A1, ν1qq Ñ
Ñ BpNer˚pH,G, µq,Ner˚pC
2, A2, ν2qq Ñ 0.
The corresponding long exact homology sequence is the one claimed. 
For any simplicial group G˚ and any functor T from the category of groups to the
category of abelian groups, let T pG˚q denote the abelian simplicial group obtained
by applying the functor T dimension-wise to G˚. The following lemma was offered
to us by Nick Inassaridze.
Lemma 3.8. Let pG˚, d
0
0, Gq be an augmented aspherical simplicial group. Then
pZpG˚q,Zpd
0
0
q,ZpGqq is also aspherical.
Proof. We write G´1 “ G. Since pG˚, d
0
0
, Gq is aspherical, there is a sequence of
maps (which need not be homomorphisms) phn : Gn Ñ Gn`1qně´1 which forms
a left contraction for pG˚, d
0
0
, Gq; see [25] for more details. Then the sequence
pZphnq : ZpGnq Ñ ZpGn`1qqně´1 will be a left contraction for pZpG˚q,Zpd
0
0
q,ZpGqq.
Hence pZpG˚q,Zpd
0
0q,ZpGqq is aspherical. 
Let G˚ be a simplicial group acting on an abelian simplicial group A˚. For each
m ě 0, let BmpG˚, A˚q denote the following abelian simplicial group:
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 BmpG2q bG2 A2
,2
,2
,2 BmpG1q bG1 A1
,2
,2 BmpG0q bG0 A0.
Lemma 3.9. Let pG˚, d
0
0
, Gq be an augmented aspherical simplicial group. Then
there is an isomorphism
πnpBmpG˚, A˚qq – Bm´1pGq b πnpA˚q.
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Proof. For each m ě 0 and k ě 0 we have an isomorphism of abelian groups:
BmpGkq bGk Ak – Bm´1pGkq bAk.
Thus, we need to calculate the nth homotopy group of the following simplicial
abelian group:
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG2q bA2
,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG1q bA1
,2
,2 Bm´1pG0q bA0.
This latter simplicial group is the diagonal of the bisimplicial group
     
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG2q bA2

,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG1q bA2
,2
,2

Bm´1pG0q bA2

¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG2q bA1

,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG1q bA1
,2
,2

Bm´1pG0q bA1

¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG2q bA0
,2
,2
,2 Bm´1pG1q bA0
,2
,2 Bm´1pG0q bA0.
Thus, by the Eilenberg–Zilber theorem [34] and the Künneth formula [28] we get:
πnpBmpG˚, A˚qq “
à
i`j“n
πipBm´1pG˚qq b πjpA˚q.
Moreover, by Lemma 3.8 the augmented simplicial group
pBm´1pG˚q, Bm´1pd
0
0q, Bm´1pGqq
is aspherical. Whence the lemma. 
Given a group G and a normal subgroup N ⊳ G, let σ : N Ñ G be the natural
inclusion. Suppose that pN,G, σq acts on an abelian crossed module pC,A, νq.
Recall that both Ker ν and A{ Im ν have a G{N -module structure (see Section 2).
Thus, the homology groups HnpG{N,Ker νq and HnpG{N,A{ Im νq, for n ě 0,
discussed in the next proposition make sense.
Proposition 3.10. There is a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hn´1pG{N,Ker νq Ñ HnppN,G, σq, pC,A, νqq Ñ HnpG{N,A{ Im νq
Ñ Hn´2pG{N,Ker νq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
Proof. We have a first quadrant spectral sequence
E1pq “ Hq
`
BppNer˚pN,G, σq,Ner˚pC,A, νqq
˘
ñ Hp`qppN,G, σq, pC,A, νqq.
By Lemma 3.9 and (A) we have:
E1pq “
$’&
’%
0 when q ě 2,
Bp´1pG{Nq bKer ν when q “ 1,
Bp´1pG{Nq b pA{ Im νq when q “ 0.
Furthermore,
E2p1 “ HppB˚´1pG{Nq bKer νq “ HppB˚pG{Nq bG{N Ker νq “ HppG{N,Kerµq,
E2p0 “ HppB˚´1pG{Nq b pA{ Im νqq “ HppB˚pG{Nq bG{N pA{ Im νqq
“ HppG{N, pA{ Im νqq.
This implies the proposition. 
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It is well known that the category of crossed modules XMod may be considered
as a variety of Ω-groups in the sense of Higgins [24]. As explained in [10], the
forgetful functor U : XMod Ñ Set to the category of sets assigns, to a crossed
module pH,G, µq, the cartesian product of the underlying sets of the groups H
and G. Its left adjoint is constructed as follows. Given a group G, let G ` G be
the coproduct (= free product) of G with itself, with injections ι1, ι2 : GÑ G`G,
and let iG : GÑ G`G be the the normal closure of ι1, which may be obtained as
the kernel of the retraction p0 1Gq : G`GÑ G of ι2. This determines an inclusion
crossed module pG,G`G, iGq. The functor F : SetÑ XMod assigns, to any set X ,
the inclusion crossed module pFX , FX`FX , iFX q, where FX is the free group overX .
Corollary 3.11. Let pR,F, ηq be a crossed module, free over Set, acting on an
abelian crossed module pC,A, µq. Then#
HnppR,F, ηq, pC,A, νqq “ 0, n ě 3,
HnpR,F, ηq “ 0, n ě 2.
Proof. By the above, pR,F, ηq is an inclusion crossed module. Moreover, F {R is a
free group. Hence, the corollary results from Proposition 3.10. 
4. The Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence
Let G˚ be a simplicial group acting on an abelian simplicial group A˚. For each
m ě 0 we have an abelian simplicial group
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 HmpG2, A2q
,2
,2
,2 HmpG1, A1q
,2
,2 HmpG0, A0q,
denoted by HmpG˚, A˚q.
Remark 4.1. HmpG˚, A˚q is not to be confused with HmpG˚, A˚q. The latter is a
group, while HmpG˚, A˚q is a simplicial group.
Given a short exact sequence of simplicial groups
0 ÝÑ Γ˚ ÝÑ Π˚ ÝÑ G˚ ÝÑ 0
and an abelian simplicial group A˚ together with an action of Π˚ on A˚, we define
an action of G˚ on HmpΓ˚, A˚q for each m ě 0. First define an action of Πn on
BmpΠnq bΓn An by the formula:
xpb b aq “ bx´1 b xa, x P Πn, b P BmpΠnq, a P An.
This action is Γn-invariant. Hence, we have an induced action of Gn on the group
BmpΠnq bΓn An. Since the complex B˚pΠnqbΓnAn calculates the homology groups
of Γn with coefficients in An, we have derived an action of G˚ on HmpΓ˚, A˚q, for
each m ě 0.
The following is an analogue of the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence.
Proposition 4.2. There is a first quadrant spectral sequence
HppG˚,HqpΓ˚, A˚qq ñ Hp`qpΠ˚, A˚q.
Proof. Consider the following bicomplex:
B

´B

B

X01
B

X11
´B

lr X21
B

lr ¨ ¨ ¨lr
X00 X10lr X20lr ¨ ¨ ¨ ,lr
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where pXp˚, Bq “ Tot
`
BpGpq bGp pBpΠpq bΓp Apq
˘
. Here the tensor product of
two complexes BpGpq and BpΠpq bΓp Ap is defined in the ordinary way. Then, the
complex Xp˚ is quasi-isomorphic to BpΠpq bΠp Ap (see [28]). Therefore, we have
an isomorphism
HnpTotpX˚˚qq – HnpΠ˚, A˚q, n ě 0. (B)
Furthermore, observe that
TotpX˚˚qn “
à
p`q`l“n
BppGlq bGl pBqpΠlq bΓl Alq.
We define the following filtration on TotpX˚˚q:
FmpTotpX˚˚qnq “
à
p`q`l“n
p`lďm
BppGlq bGl pBqpΠlq bΓl Alq.
The associated spectral sequence has the form
E1mq “
à
p`l“m
BppGlq bGl HqpΓl, Alq,
and E2mq is isomorphic to the mth homology group of the following bicomplex:
 
B1pG0q bG0 HqpΓ0, A0q

B1pG1q bG1 HqpΓ1, A1q

lr ¨ ¨ ¨lr
B0pG0q bG0 HqpΓ0, A0q B0pG1q bG1 HqpΓ1, A1qlr ¨ ¨ ¨lr
By definition this bicomplex calculates the homology groups of G˚ with coefficients
in HqpΓ˚, A˚q. Thus,
E2mq “ HmpG˚,HqpΓ˚, A˚qq ñ Hm`qpTotpX˚˚qq.
The latter together with (B) imply the proposition. 
Theorem 4.3. Let pH,G, µq be a crossed module acting on an abelian crossed
module pC,A, νq. Then, for a short exact sequence of crossed modules
0Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q Ñ pH,G, µq Ñ pH2, G2, µ2q Ñ 0,
there is a first quadrant spectral sequence
E2pq “ Hp
`
Ner˚pH
2, G2, µ2q,HqpNer˚pH
1, G1, µ1q,Ner˚pC,A, νqq
˘
ñ Hp`qppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq.
Proof. Straightforward from the previous proposition. 
Lemma 4.4. Let pα, βq : pN,G, σq Ñ pN 1, G1, σ1q be a morphism of inclusion
crossed modules such that the induced map G{N Ñ G1{N 1 is an isomorphism.
Suppose Ner˚pN
1, G1, σ1q acts on an abelian simplicial group A˚. Then there is an
isomorphism
HnpNer˚pN,G, σq, A˚q – HnpNer˚pN
1, G1, σ1q, A˚q, n ě 0,
where Ner˚pN,G, σq acts on A˚ via Ner˚pN,G, σq Ñ Ner˚pN
1, G1, σ1q.
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Proof. The morphism pα, βq : pN,G, σq Ñ pN 1, G1, σ1q induces a homomorphism of
bicomplexes BpNer˚pN,G, σq, A˚q Ñ BpNer˚pN
1, G1, σq, A˚q. By Lemma 3.9 we
have
πnpBmpNer˚pN,G, σq, A˚qq “ Bm´1pG{Nq b πnpA˚q,
πnpBmpNer˚pN
1, G1, σ1q, A˚qq “ Bm´1pG
1{N 1q b πnpA˚q
for m, n ě 0. Hence a spectral sequence argument implies that
TotBpNer˚pN,G, σq, A˚q Ñ TotBpNer˚pN
1, G1, σq, A˚q
is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Recall that a morphism of crossed modules pα, βq : pH,G, µq Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q is
said to be a weak equivalence when the induced morphisms α : Kerµ Ñ Kerµ1
and β : G{ Imµ Ñ G1{ Imµ1 are isomorphisms. As explained in [21], these weak
equivalences are actually part of a Quillen model category structure on XMod; in
particular, any homotopy equivalence of crossed modules is a weak equivalence.
The following proposition shows that the homology groups of crossed modules are
homotopical invariants.
Proposition 4.5. Let pα, βq : pH,G, µq Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q be a weak equivalence of
crossed modules. Suppose pH 1, G1, µ1q acts on an abelian crossed module pC,A, νq
and consider the induced action of pH,G, µq on pC,A, νq. Then there is an iso-
morphism
HnppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq – HnppH
1, G1, µ1q, pC,A, νqq, n ě 0.
Proof. We have the following exact sequences of crossed modules:
0Ñ pKerµ, 0, 0q Ñ pH,G, µq Ñ pH{Kerµ,G, µq Ñ 0,
0Ñ pKerµ1, 0, 0q Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q Ñ pH 1{Kerµ1, G1, µ1q Ñ 0.
We define a bicomplex X˚˚ (respectively X
1
˚˚) as in Proposition 4.2 by setting Γ˚ “
Ner˚pKerµ, 0, 0q, Π˚ “ Ner˚pH,G, µq and G˚ “ Ner˚pH{Kerµ,G, µq (respectively
Γ1˚ “ Ner˚pKerµ
1, 0, 0q, Π1˚ “ Ner˚pH
1, G1, µ1q and G1˚ “ Ner˚pH
1{Kerµ1, G1, µ1q).
Then, the morphism pα, βq : pH,G, µq Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q induces a homomorphism of
bicomplexesX˚˚ Ñ X
1
˚˚. This homomorphism is compatible with filtration defined
in Proposition 4.2. We have the following spectral sequences:
E2pq “ Hp
`
Ner˚pH{Kerµ,G, µq,HqpNer˚pKerµ, 0, 0q,Ner˚pC,A, νqq
˘
ñ Hp`qpTotpX˚˚qq “ Hp`qppH,G, µq, pC,A, νqq,
E12pq “ Hp
`
Ner˚pH
1{Kerµ1, G1, µ1q,HqpNer˚pKerµ
1, 0, 0q,Ner˚pC,A, νqq
˘
ñ Hp`qpTotpX
1
˚˚qq “ Hp`qppH
1, G1, µ1q, pC,A, νqq.
Since both pH{Kerµ,G, µq and pH 1{Kerµ1, G1, µ1q are inclusion crossed modules,
Lemma 4.4 yields an isomorphism E2pq – E
12
pq for each p ě 0, q ě 0. This implies
that TotpX˚˚q and TotpX
1
˚˚q are quasi-isomorphic. 
Another consequence of the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence is a five-
term exact sequence relating homologies of crossed modules in lower dimensions.
Recall that for each crossed module pH,G, µq its abelianisation is given by
pH,G, µqab “ pH{rG,Hs, G{rG,Gs, µq,
where rG,Hs ⊳H is the normal subgroup of H generated by all ghh´1 for g P G,
h P H (we refer the reader to [10] to see that this is correct from the categorical
point of view). It is easy to see that if pH,G, µq acts trivially on p0,Z, 0q then
H1pNer˚pH,G, µq,Ner˚p0,Z, 0qq “ Ner˚pH,G, µqab. (C)
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Proposition 4.6. Given a short exact sequence of crossed modules
0Ñ pH 1, G1, µ1q Ñ pH,G, µq Ñ pH2, G2, µ2q Ñ 0,
we have the following exact sequence:
H2pG,H, µq Ñ H2pH
2, G2, µ2q Ñ G1{pµ1pH 1qrG,G1sq
Ñ G{pµpHqrG,Gsq Ñ G2{pµpH2qrG2, G2sq Ñ 0
Moreover, there is a homomorphism H3pH,G, µq Ñ H1ppH
2, G2, µ2q, pH 1, G1, µ1qabq
and an epimorphism from
Ker
`
H2pG,H, µq Ñ H2pG
2, H2, µ2q
˘
to
Coker
`
H3pH,G, µq Ñ H1ppH
2, G2, µ2q, pH 1, G1, µ1qabq
˘
.
Proof. Suppose that pH,G, µq acts trivially on p0,Z, 0q. Then the Lyndon–Hoch-
schild–Serre spectral sequence assumes the following form:
E2pq “ Hp
`
Ner˚pH
2, G2, µ2q,HqpNer˚pH
1, G1, µ1q,Ner˚p0,Z, 0qq
˘
ñ Hp`qpH,G, µq.
Since this is a first quadrant spectral sequence, we have the following exact sequence:
H2pH,G, µq Ñ E
2
20 Ñ E
2
01 Ñ H1pH,G, µq Ñ E
2
10 Ñ 0.
Clearly E220 “ H2pH
2, G2, µ2q and E210 “ H1pH
2, G2, µ2q. By Proposition 3.5,
Proposition 3.6 and (C) we have:
E201 “ H0ppH
2, G2, µ2q,Ner˚pH
1, G1, µ1qabq “ G
1{pµ1pH 1qrG,G1sq,
H1pH,G, µq “ G{pµpHqrG,Gsq,
E2
10
“ H1pH
2, G2, µ2q “ G2{pµpH2qrG2, G2sq.
This implies the first part of the proposition.
Furthermore, since E2pq is a first quadrant spectral sequence, we have an epi-
morphism:
Ker
`
H2pH,G, µq Ñ E
2
20
˘
Ñ E8
11
,
and
E8
11
“ Coker
`
E2
30
Ñ E2
11
˘
.
Substituting E2
30
and E2
11
for the suitable homology groups, we obtain the desired
result. 
Given a crossed module pH,G, µq, a free presentation of pH,G, µq is defined
to be a short exact sequence of crossed modules
0Ñ pR1, F 1, η1q Ñ pR,F, ηq Ñ pH,G, µq Ñ 0, (D)
where pR,F, ηq is a free crossed module (with respect to Set).
Corollary 4.7 (Hopf Formula). For any free presentation (D), there is an iso-
morphism:
H2pH,G, µq –
pηpRq ¨ rF, F sq X F 1
η1pR1q ¨ rF, F 1s
.
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 4.6 and Corollary 3.11. 
Corollary 4.8. For any crossed module pH,G, µq, there exists an epimorphism
H2pH,G, µq։ H2pG{µpHqq.
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Proof. We have the following short exact sequence of crossed modules:
0Ñ pKerµ, 0, 0q Ñ pH,G, µq Ñ pH{Kerµ,G, µq Ñ 0.
This implies the existence of an epimorphism H2pH,G, µq ։ H2pH{Kerµ,G, µq.
Moreover, since pH{Kerµ,G, µq is an inclusion crossed module, H2pH{Kerµ,G, µq
is isomorphic to H2pG{µpHqq. 
In Section 6 we shall consider higher-order versions of these two results.
Proposition 4.9. For any free presentation (D), there is an isomorphism
H3pH,G, µq – H1ppH,G, µq, pR
1, F 1, η1qabq.
Proof. By Corollary 3.11 we have HnpR,F, ηq “ 0, n ě 2. Therefore, from the
Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence,
E2pq “ Hp
`
Ner˚pH,G, µq,HqpNer˚pR
1, F 1, η1q,Ner˚p0,Z, 0qq
˘
ñ Hp`qpR,F, ηq,
we derive that E2
30
Ñ E2
11
is an epimorphism and KerpE2
30
Ñ E2
11
q must be iso-
morphic to E3
02
. Since E2
30
“ H3pH,G, µq and E
2
11
“ H1ppH,G, µq, pR
1, F 1, η1qabq, it
suffices to show that E202 “ 0. By the definition HqpNer˚pR
1, F 1, η1q,Ner˚p0,Z, 0qq
has the following form:
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 HmpR
1 ¸R1 ¸ F 1,Zq
,2
,2
,2 HmpR
1 ¸ F 1,Zq ,2,2 HqpF
1,Zq.
Since F 1 is a free group, HqpF
1,Zq “ 0, q ě 2. Consequently
E20q “ H0
`
Ner˚pH,G, µq,HqpNer˚pR
1, F 1, η1q,Ner˚p0,Z, 0qq
˘
“ 0
for all q ě 2. 
5. Homology via non-abelian left derived functors
We come back to the description of the forgetful/free adjunction between XMod
and Set recalled just above Corollary 3.11. The pair of adjoint functors pF,Uq in-
duces a comonad P “ pP, δ, ǫq on XMod in the usual way: P “ FU : XMod Ñ XMod,
ǫ : P Ñ 1XMod is the counit and δ “ FηU : P Ñ P
2 where η : 1Set Ñ UF is the
unit of the adjunction. Given any crossed module pH,G, µq, there is an augmented
simplicial object P˚pH,G, µq Ñ pH,G, µq in the category XMod where
PnpH,G, µq “ P
n`1pH,G, µq,
dni “ P
ipǫpPn´ipH,G, µqqq, sni “ P
ipδpPn´ipH,G, µqqq, 0 ď i ď n.
This is called the P -cotriple resolution of pH,G, µq.
Let Ab denote the category of abelian groups and let T : XMod Ñ Ab be a
functor. As in [1], the left derived functors of T with respect to the comonad P
are given, for any crossed module pH,G, µq, by
LnT pH,G, µq “ πnpT pP˚pH,G, µqqq,
where T pP˚pH,G, µqq is the simplicial abelian group obtained by applying the func-
tor T dimension-wise to the P -cotriple resolution of pH,G, µq. Note that the homo-
topy groups πnpT pP˚pH,G, µqqq agree with the homology groups of the simplicial
abelian group T pP˚pH,G, µqq. The functors LnT , for n ě 0, may also be inter-
preted as non-abelian left derived functors, in the sense of [25], of T relative to the
projective class P determined by the comonad P .
Let A : XMod Ñ Ab be the functor given by
pH,G, µq ÞÑ ApH,G, µq “ G{pµpHq ¨ rG,Gsq. (E)
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Our goal is to show that LnApH,G, µq is isomorphic to Hn`1pH,G, µq for each
n ě 0. Since the functor A : XMod Ñ Ab is right exact, by Proposition 3.6 we have:
L0ApH,G, µq “ ApH,G, µq “ G{pµpHqrG,Gsq “ H1pH,G, µq.
Lemma 5.1. For each n ě 0, the following augmented simplicial group is aspher-
ical:
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2 NernpP1pH,G, µqq
,2
,2 NernpP0pH,G, µqq ,2 NernpH,G, µq.
Here Ner˚pPipH,G, µqq is the nerve of the crossed module PipH,G, µq.
Proof. By the definition each PipH,G, µq, i ě 0, is an inclusion crossed module.
Thus we may write PipH,G, µq “ pRi, Fi, ηq, i ě 0, where the Ri and Fi are free.
Then, both
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 F2
,2
,2
,2 F1
,2
,2 F0 ,2 G
and
¨ ¨ ¨
,2
,2
,2
,2 R2
,2
,2
,2 R1
,2
,2 R0 ,2 H
are aspherical augmented simplicial groups (see [10]). This implies the lemma. 
Theorem 5.2. There is an isomorphism
LnApH,G, µq – Hn`1pH,G, µq, n ě 0.
Proof. Consider the bicomplex
B

´B

B

X01
B

X11
´B

lr X21
B

lr ¨ ¨ ¨lr
X00 X10lr X20lr ¨ ¨ ¨ ,lr
where pXp˚, Bq “ TotB
`
Ner˚pPppH,G, µqq,Ner˚p0,Z, 0q
˘
. Lemma 3.9 together
with Lemma 5.1 imply that TotX˚˚ and TotB
`
Ner˚pH,G, µq,Ner˚p0,Z, 0q
˘
are
quasi-isomorphic. As a consequence,
HnpTotX˚˚q “ HnpH,G, µq, n ě 0. (F)
On the other hand we have the following spectral sequence:
E1pq “ HqpXp˚q “ HqpPppH,G, µqq ñ Hp`qpTotX˚˚q.
Since PppH,G, µq is a free crossed module for all p ě 0, by Proposition 3.5, Pro-
position 3.6 and Corollary 3.11 we have:
E1pq “
$’&
’%
Z when q “ 0,
ApPppH,G, µqq when q “ 1,
0 when q ě 2.
This implies that
E2pq “
$’’’&
’’’%
Z when p “ 0 and q “ 0,
0 when p ą 0 and q “ 0,
πppApP˚pH,G, µqqq when q “ 1,
0 when q ě 2.
Since E8pq “ E
2
pq, we derive an isomorphism:
Hn`1pTotX˚˚q – πnpApP˚pH,G, µqqq – LnApH,G, µq, n ě 0. (G)
Thus, (F) and (G) complete the proof. 
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6. Higher Hopf formulae
Theorem 5.2 may be used to obtain Hopf formulae for Hn`1pH,G, µq. Indeed,
the functor A is of a type considered in [17], so that the general theory developed
there applies.
Given a crossed module pH,G, µq, let P˚pH,G, µq “ pR˚, F˚, ηq be its P -cotriple
resolution. Let us fix some n ě 1, and write xny “ t0, . . . , n´1u. Following [18, 16],
the n-truncation pRi, Fi, ηqiăn of this resolution may be considered as an n-fold
free presentation of pH,G, µq. We shall write pR,F, ηq for pRn´1, Fn´1, ηq, and
denote the kernel of
dni : pRn´1, Fn´1, ηq Ñ pRn´2, Fn´2, ηq
for i P xny by pR1i, F
1
i , η
1
iq⊳ pR,F, ηq. Then we find the following:
Theorem 6.1 (Hopf Formula). There is an isomorphism
Hn`1pH,G, µq –
pηpRq ¨ rF, F sq X
Ş
iPn F
1
i
ηp
Ş
iPxnyR
1
iq ¨
ś
IĎxnyr
Ş
iPI F
1
i ,
Ş
iRI F
1
i s
.
Proof. This is an application of Corollary 6.12 in [17]. In fact the situation we are
considering is an instance of an example given on page 3674 of that paper, in the
subsection entitled Internal groupoids with coefficients in abelian objects. Via the
equivalence between internal categories and crossed modules, it is the special case
of that example for A “ Gp.
The functor A : XMod Ñ Ab : pH,G, µq ÞÑ G{pµpHq ¨ rG,Gsq may thus be seen as
the reflector of XMod to an intersection of two of its subvarieties: AbpXModq on the
one hand, and Gp (discrete crossed modules) on the other. The reflector to Gp is pro-
toadditive, being the connected components functor viewed as pH,G, µq ÞÑ G{µpHq.
Hence the requirements of [17, Corollary 6.12] are satisfied. 
Note how this particularises to Corollary 4.7 when n “ 1. Similarly, the first
part of Proposition 4.6 follows from a result in [19] via the interpretation in terms
of cotriple homology. In fact, it is the tail of a long exact sequence: see [15, 22].
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